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Meeting with Greg and Angela McFlynn 

“When people are thinking about releasing the cash in their property they often miss the biggest and 
easiest opportunity to get a big chunk of change in their back pocket” Greg McFlynn tells me to kick of 
our conversation. 

“Go on” I say “you have me intrigued now!” 

“With our help” he continues “we can see that people keep their own home, pay off the mortgage if 
they have one and reduce the time and effort it takes to maintain their property”.  

“This sounds too good to be true” I suggest. “So – what is the secret?” 

“Sub-dividing” says Angela. “If you have a big enough section we can create a separate plot of land 
that the owner can sell to a new home builder. The seller keeps their original house – it’s just on a 
smaller section than before and that means less weeding and lawn mowing!” she says 

The McFlynns are the experts in all things Surveying and Planning. Greg, a Hawke’s Bay native, 
learned to survey in some of the toughest environments in the world. After several years in the UK, 
Australia and Qatar he returned to NZ and met Angela, now the McFlynn team planner, in Hamilton. A 
few years and two daughters later they are McFlynn Surveying & Planning – the only married 
surveying and planning combo in The Bay area.  

“The beauty is” Greg says “that our clients have both the planner and the surveyor on the same 
phone call or in the same meeting. That means our projects progress more quickly and smoothly 
saving our clients a lot of time and money”. Music to any developer’s ears I would have thought! 

Greg and Angela are particularly adept at new development blocks. “Being responsible for both the 
surveying and the planning consents gets these projects off the ground much faster and always more 
smoothly” Angela tells me. “Councils love dealing with us because we take pride in presenting them 
with totally complete paperwork the first time we submit. Nothing upsets the system more than 
returned paperwork – that just slows things down and pushes frustrations up! We put our name above 
the door because it reminds us every day that our reputations are everything. We are only as good as 
our last job and that is why we strive to make every job run as smoothly as we can” 

Greg and Angela can also help farmers who need consents to release and then survey off land for 
lifestyle blocks and they can help developers with any of the commercial projects they are planning. 
And they will do all of this in the minimum time and with the minimum of fuss. 

So if you are looking to make the most of your land opportunity it makes sense to get the dynamic duo 
at McFlynn on your team. Think of it as McFlynn to the Power of Two. Together they will save you a 
heap of heartache, a mound of cash and a bunch of time! 

 

 


